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In the open Internet environment, there is a cross-platform access control problem that when a tenant needs to access the business
resources of other collaborative platforms through the cloud service platform, the cloud service platform only supports the tenant
to access the business resources within the platform. When tenants need to access business resources through the cloud service
platform, the authorization method of the cloud service platform is static and the authorization granularity is coarse-grained,
so dynamic fine-grained authorization is not supported. To solve the above problems, based on ABAC, this paper proposes a
tenant-centric attribute semantic access control policy model for cloud service platforms. The model and its application
framework can automatically evaluate whether it has cloud service platform or cross-platform access control rights according
to the change of the tenant’s attributes so as to determine whether it can obtain the corresponding business resources.
Through a practical case analysis, we prove that the application of ASACPM and its application framework to the cloud
service platform have good flexibility, scalability, and practicability. In addition, we design some experimental scenarios to
verify that the performance of ASACPM and its application framework meet our expectations and have good reliability,
validity, and rationality.

1. Introduction

The cloud computing is an emerging business computing
model that uses the Internet to access shared basic resources
anytime, anywhere, on-demand, and conveniently, which is
regarded as a major innovation in the information industry
and has received widespread attention from the academia,
industry, and business community [1, 2]. At the same time,
it is also a challenging field that covers all aspects of the
information industry and is driving the transformation of
information technology to socialization, intensification, and
specialization. The governments, hospitals, research institu-
tions, and industry giants use cloud computing to solve their
growing computing and storage problems [3, 4].

The cloud service platform (CSP) is a third-party public
service platform that draws on the idea of cloud computing
and uses software as a service (SaaS) as its core application
mode, which adopts information technology and Internet

of Things technology to share the business resources (i.e.,
business data, business processes, and business services) of
different enterprises to different tenants, thus breaking the
“information island” [5, 6]. The CSP hosts data, services,
and applications for tenants in the pay-as-you-go feature,
breaking the traditional service mode and automatically allo-
cating business resources according to tenant needs, thereby
saving enterprise costs, lowering information thresholds,
and enjoying professional information services [7, 8]. The
CSP builds an application environment based on a flexible
and scalable multitenant architecture feature to meet the
diverse application needs and personalized form require-
ments of tenants [9, 10].

In the open Internet environment, the application mode
and characteristics of CSP bring the following problems:
first, when tenants access business resources of other collab-
orative platforms, CSP only supports tenants to access busi-
ness resources within the platform, so there is a problem of
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cross-platform access control. For example, CSP and other
collaborative platforms all adopt the traditional access con-
trol model, and it is impossible for CSP tenants to access
the business resources of other collaborative platforms and
vice versa. Second, when tenants access business resources,
the CSP authorization method is static and the authorization
granularity is coarse-grained, so dynamic fine-grained
authorization is not supported. For example, the type of
enterprise, role category, and collaboration relationship all
change dynamically with the increase or decrease of enter-
prises in the enterprise alliance, and the permissions of
enterprises to access CSP (that is, grant or cancel permis-
sions) should have changed dynamically, but in fact, the
existing CSP is to preset the permissions of tenants. The
platform cannot automatically adjust the corresponding
access permissions according to the changes of the proper-
ties of the tenants, and the granularity of authorization is
coarse-grained.

Third, CSP has many characteristics, such as many types
of enterprises, large number of tenants, wide range of roles,
and complex and dynamic collaboration relationship, which
pose new challenges for CSP to build an access control
model.

In order to solve the above problems, based on attribute-
based access control (ABAC) [5, 10], this paper proposes a
tenant-centric attribute semantic access control policy
model (ASACPM) for the CSP. In ASACPM, access
requests, access decisions, and evaluation results are for-
mally described through attribute semantics, where access
request is used to describe the requester, requested business
resources, current environment, credentials and access
methods, etc., and access decision is used to evaluate the
adaptation result of the access request and the policy set,
and the evaluation result is used to determine whether the
tenant can access the service resource. In the application
framework of ASACPM, the access decision mechanism is
used to evaluate whether the tenant has CSP or cross-
platform access control rights, the attribute synchronization
mechanism is used to ensure the consistency of the AA of
CSP and the AA of collaborative platform (CP), and the
dynamic fine-grained authorization mechanism ensures that
the CSP has better flexibility and scalability.

2. Related Work

This section focuses on reviewing and analyzing the recent
academic results of traditional access control models and
attribute-based access control models. The traditional access
control model is divided into the following three categories
according to the authorization method: the discretionary
access control (DAC) model, the mandatory access control
(MAC) model, and the role-based access control (RBAC)
model [11, 12] The traditional access control model is based
on the identities or fixed identifiers and is suitable for the
centralized and closed network environments. According
to the application mode and characteristics of the CSP, the
traditional access control model is difficult to adapt to the
open and shared Internet environment.

In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars have car-
ried out a lot of research on the traditional access control
model, and based on this, combined with the characteristics
of cloud computing or cloud services, some improved access
control models are put forward. Reference [13] proposed an
emergency-RBAC (E-RBAC) model, which controlled the
system in emergency situations according to the model con-
straints. Taking medical and dispensing scenarios as exam-
ples, the effectiveness of the model was verified. Reference
[14] proposed a cloud computing access control model
based on RBAC, which introduced the dynamic variable
mechanism and security level into the access control strat-
egy, improving the security and flexibility of access control
to a certain extent. Reference [15] introduced the concept
of trust degree into the RBAC model and proposed a
dynamic RBAC model based on trust in cloud computing
environment, which first gave the calculation method of
trust degree and then assigned permissions to users accord-
ing to their role information and trust degree, improving the
security of cloud resource or service access process. How-
ever, the above references [13–15] did not give a cross-
domain or cross-platform access control method. Reference
[16] proposed an adaptive model based on cloud computing
environment on the basis of RBAC model, which solved the
problem of dynamic change of roles, but the access request
of the model was relatively high in the process of dynamic
role transformation. Reference [17] proposed a fine-
grained access control mechanism in the cloud computing
environment, which was used to deal with the dynamic
changes of user permissions, but it was difficult to manage
and control permissions in the face of dynamic changes of
multiple types of roles and reduce the flexibility and scalabil-
ity of the cloud computing platform. Reference [18] pro-
posed a role-based access control model using smart
contracts, which utilized the smart contract technology of
Ethereum to realize the cross-organizational utilization of
roles and ensured the security and adaptability of the plat-
form. However, the corresponding permissions cannot be
automatically adapted according to the needs of tenants.
Although the above references improve the traditional access
control model, it is still not fully suitable for building a
dynamic and fine-grained access control model.

In the aspect of the attribute-based access control model,
reference [19] proposed a fine-grained access control scheme
based on ciphertext policy attribute encryption (CPABE)
and trusted execution environment (TEE), which could be
used to mitigate sensitive information attacks and improve
confidentiality, but this scheme did not consider cross-
domain or cross-platform access control methods. Reference
[20] proposed an attribute-based access control policy model
and gave definition, decision-making process, and access
control policy of the model, but how to implement the
model was not described in detail. Reference [21] proposed
a new decentralized access control scheme for secure data
storage in clouds that supported anonymous authentication,
which could effectively protect the privacy of the data, but it
did not involve cross-domain or cross-platform data storage.
Reference [22] proposed a new distributed access control
scheme, which supported the storage security of anonymous
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users to verify data, prevented replay attacks, and supported
the creation, modification, and reading of data stored in the
cloud; however, the scheme did not involve cross-domain or
cross-platform data storage. Reference [23] proposed an
access control architecture model for restricted medical
resources in IoT, which provided authorized users with
fine-grained access to services based on policies while
protecting valuable resources from unauthorized access.
Although the above references improve the attribute-based
access control model, it is also not fully applicable to con-
structing a dynamic and fine-grained access control model.

In summary, in the Internet environment, it is a series of
challenging problems to research and meet the access con-
trol requirements of different tenants, explore the access
decision mechanism and dynamic fine-grained authoriza-
tion mechanism, and realize the cross-platform access con-
trol of tenants. Therefore, this paper solves the above
problems by building ASACM.

3. The Modeling Process of the ASACPM

3.1. Formal Definition of the ASACPM. In this section, the
concepts of the ASACPM are defined and used throughout
this paper. The ABAC does not directly define the authoriza-
tion between the subjects and the objects but uses a multire-
lationship among the subject attributes, the object attributes,
and the environment attributes to define the authorization.
So far, there is no unified formal definition of the ABAC.
This paper draws on the formal definition of the existing
ABAC [5, 10] and then optimizes it based on this and finally
gives the formal definition of the ASACPM.

Definition 1. The basic elements of ASACPM are composed
of subject, object, environment, certificate, and action,
among which subject refers to the tenant (i.e., the requester),
object refers to the business resources of CSP or CP, envi-
ronment refers to the context in which transactions are
processed, certificate refers to the SSL certificate issued by
certificate authority (CA), and action refers to the access
mode of the tenant which is usually related to the object.
Subject, object, and environment are represented by attri-
butes (i.e., entities).

Definition 2. In the ASACPM, all entities are described by
attributes. The attribute is a variable consisting of the speci-
fied data type and value field, which can be represented by
Att = ðattn, type, Val, RðValÞÞ. Among them, attn indicates
the attribute name, type indicates the data type, Val indicates
the value range, and RðValÞ indicates the relationship
between different values as shown in Table 1. In Table 1,
≻ means precedence, ≽ means inheritance, the meaning
of ≺ and ≼ is the opposite of ≻ and ≽, Val means the
value of the attribute, and val1, val2 ∈Val.

Definition 3. The attribute value pair ðavpÞ represents the
specific value of the attribute, which can be represented by
avp = ðattn, = ,valÞ, and its mathematical expression is attn
= val. In this paper, Savp, Oavp, and Eavp are used to repre-

sent the attribute value pairs of the subject, the object, and
the environment, respectively.

Definition 4. The attribute predicate value pair (apvp) can be
represented by apvp = ðattn, ⋈r, valÞ. Among them, ⋈r ∈
f≤, < , ≥ , > , ≠ , = , ≼, ≺ , ≽ , ≻ g is a relational expression
operator to limit the range of values of the attribute. Its math-
ematical expression is attn⋈rval. In this paper, the Sapvp,
Oapvp, and Eapvp are used to represent the attribute predi-
cate value pairs of the subject, the object, and the environ-
ment, respectively.

Definition 5. The evaluation results of evaluating the apvp
based on the avp are divided into three cases as shown in
Table 2.

Definition 6. The tenant’s standard access request (SAR) is
defined as SAR = ðs, o, e, c, aÞ, where s = fSavp1, Savp2,⋯,
Savplg represents the set of the Savp, o = fOavp1, Oavp2,
⋯, Oavpmg represents the set of the Oavp, e = fEavp1,
Eavp2,⋯, Eavpng represents the set of the Eavp, c represents
the tenant certificate, and a indicates the tenant’s access
method to the requested business resource, which includes
browsing, adding, editing, deleting, and approving.

Definition 7. The ASACPM’s policy is defined as Pol = ðS,
O, E, C, AÞ⟶ P, and the set of the policy is defined as
POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng, where S = fSapvp1, Sapvp2,⋯,
Sapvpng represents the set of the Sapvp, O = fOapvp1,
Oapvp2,⋯, Oapvpng represents the set of the Oapvp, E =
fEapvp1, Eapvp2,⋯, Eapvpng represents the set of the
Eapvp, C = fC1, C2,⋯, Cng represents the set of the tenant
certificate, A = fA1, A2,⋯, Ang indicates the set of the
access method (i.e., browsing, adding, editing, deleting,
and approving), and P ∈ fpermit, denyg represents the per-
mission flag.

Definition 8. The evaluation results of evaluating the policy
based on the SAR are divided into two cases as shown in
Table 3.

When the Pol is applicable to the SAR (i.e., ½Pol�SAR =
True), since Pol’s permission flag is P ∈ fpermit, denyg
(i.e., ½Pol�SAR = True has two states, the permissible state
and the denial state), this paper defines the permissible
state as ½Pol�SAR = True+ = permit and the denial state as
½Pol�SAR = True− = deny. In Table 3, if the ½Pol�SAR is true
(i.e., ½Pol�SAR = True), then the final evaluation results
(FERs) of the ½Pol�SAR refer to the cases 1 and 2 in
Table 4, and if the ½Pol�SAR is false (i.e., ½Pol�SAR = False),

Table 1: The relationship between different values.

Relationship Mathematical expression

Comparative
relationship

R Valð Þ = val1⋈cval2ð Þj⋈c∈ ≤,<,≥,>, ≠ , =f gf g
Partial ordering
relation

R Valð Þ = val1⋈Pval2ð Þj⋈P∈ ≼,≺,≽,≻, ≠ , =f gf g
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then the FER of the ½Pol�SAR refers to the case 4 in
Table 4.

In Table 3, if the ½POL�SAR is true (i.e., ½POL�SAR = True),
then obviously, the ⋁n

i=1½Poli�SAR = ½Pol1�SAR∨½Pol2�SAR∨⋯
∨½Poln�SAR is true; namely, there is one or more ½Pol�SAR such
that the ½POL�SAR is true. If one ½Pol�SAR is true, then the

FERs are the same as the result of Table 3, and if at least
two ½Pol�SAR are true, then after performing the disjunction
operation, the FERs of the ½POL�SAR refer to the cases 1-3
in Table 4. If the ½POL�SAR is false (i.e., ½POL�SAR = False;
specifically, all ½Pol�SAR is false), then after performing the
disjunction operation, the FER of ½POL�SAR refers to the case

Table 2: The evaluation results of evaluating the apvp based on the avp:

Cases Evaluation results

Case 1

Description: given avp and apvp, if their attribute names are the same and the value of the avp is within the range defined by the
apvp, then the evaluation result of the avp on the apvp is true; otherwise, the evaluation result is false, and the mathematical

expression is as follows:

apvp½ �avp =
True, avp:attn = apvp:attnð Þ∧ avp:val ∈ apvp:valð Þ
False, otherwise

(

Case 2

Description: given the set of the attribute value pairs AVP = avp1, avp2,⋯, avpnf g and apvp, if ∃avpi ∈AVP makes apvp½ �avpi true,
then the evaluation result (i.e., apvp½ �AVP) of the AVP on the apvp is true; otherwise, the evaluation result is false, among which

i ∈N∗, and the mathematical expression is as follows:

apvp½ �avp =
True,⋁n

i=1 apvp½ �avpi∈AVP = True

False, otherwise

(

Case 3

Description: given AVP and the set of the attribute predicate value pairs APVP = apvp1, apvp2,⋯, apvpnf g, if ∀apvpi ∈APVP
makes apvpi½ �AVP true, then the evaluation result (i.e., APVP½ �AVP) of the AVP on the APVP is true; otherwise, the evaluation result

is false, among which i ∈N∗, and the mathematical expression is as follows:

APVP½ �AVP =
True,⋀n

i=1 apvpi ∈APVP½ �AVP = True

False, otherwise

(

Table 3: The evaluation results of evaluating the policy based on the SAR.

Cases Evaluation results

Case 1: single policy

Description: given SAR = s, o, e, c, að Þ and Pol = S, O, E, C, Að Þ⟶ P, if S½ �s∧ O½ �o∧ E½ �e∧ c ∈ Cð Þ∧ a ∈Að Þ is true, then
the evaluation result (i.e., Pol½ �SAR) of the SAR on Pol is true, namely, Pol applies to SAR. Otherwise, the evaluation

result is false, namely, Pol does not applies to SAR; the mathematical expression is as follows:

Pol½ �SAR =
True, S½ �s∧ O½ �o∧ E½ �e∧ c ∈ Cð Þ∧ a ∈Að Þ = True

False, otherwise

(

Case 2: policy set

Description: given SAR = s, o, e, c, að Þ and POL = Pol1, Pol2,⋯, Polnf g, if ∃Poli ∈ POL makes Poli½ �SAR is true, then
the evaluation result (i.e., POL½ �SAR) of SAR on POL is true, namely Poli in POL applies to SAR. Otherwise, the

evaluation result is false, namely, ∀Poli in POL does not applies to SAR; the mathematical expression is as follows:

POL½ �SAR =
True,⋁n

i=1 Poli ∈ POL½ �SAR = True

False, otherwise

(

Table 4: The final evaluation results.

Cases Evaluation results FERs

Case 1
Pol½ �SAR = True+

POL½ �SAR = Pol1½ �SAR∨ Pol2½ �SAR∨⋯ = True+∨True+∨⋯ = True+ permitf g

Case 2
Pol½ �SAR = True−

POL½ �SAR = Pol1½ �SAR∨ Pol2½ �SAR∨⋯ = True−∨True−∨⋯ = True− denyf g

Case 3 POL½ �SAR = Pol1½ �SAR∨ Pol2½ �SAR∨⋯ = True+∨True−∨⋯ = True+∨True− permit, denyf g

Case 4
Pol½ �SAR = False

POL½ �SAR = Pol1½ �SAR∨ Pol2½ �SAR∨⋯ = False∨False∨⋯ = False Falsef g
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4 in Table 4. When the FER is fpermit, denyg, this type of
result can be handled by the rejection priority principle,
the license priority principle, the first application principle,
and the unique application principle [24].

In summary, given the set of logical variable as U =
f½Pol1�SAR, ½Pol2�SAR,⋯, ½Poln�SARg and the function of U as
½POL�SAR =⋁n

i=1½Poli�SAR , ask if there is a logical variable
½Pol�SAR in U that satisfies ½POL�SAR . Obviously, this is a typ-
ical SATISFIABILITY problem (SAT for short), according to
the Cook’s theorem; the SAT problem is the NP-complete
problem. It can be deduced that the access control problem
in this paper is also the NP-complete problem.

Based on the above definition, this paper gives the
mathematical expressions of the conditions, constraints,
and objective functions necessary for the ASACPM (access
control problem). Among them, the mathematical expres-
sions of the conditions and constraints of the ASACPM
are as follows.

SAR = s, o, e, c, að Þ,∀SAR ∈ CSP,

POL = Pol1, Pol2,⋯, Polnf g, Pol = S,O, E, C, Að Þ⟶ P:

(

ð1Þ

In this paper, the conditions and their constraints (i.e.,
Equation (1)) are divided into multivariate relationship
and affiliation relationship. Among them, the multivariate
relationship refers to the relationship between the entity
attributes of the SAR (i.e., s, o, e) and attribute conditions
of the Pol (i.e., S,O, E). The affiliation relationship refers to
whether the certificate and action (i.e., c, a) of the SAR
belong to Pol’s certificate set and action set (i.e., C, A), where
the entity attribute refers to the subject attribute, the object
attribute, and the environment attribute (i.e., Definition 1).

The mathematical expression of the ASACPM objective
function is as follows.

Pol½ �SAR =
True, S½ �s∧ O½ �o∧ E½ �e∧ c ∈ Cð Þ∧ a ∈ Að Þ = True

� �
,

False, otherwise,

(

ð2Þ

POL½ �SAR =
True, ⋁

n

i=1
Poli ∈ POL½ �SAR = True,

False, otherwise:

8><
>: ð3Þ

Given the conditions and constraints (Equation (1)), the
ASACPM first obtains the evaluation result by calculating
the objective function (Equations (2) and (3)) and then
obtains the FER based on the evaluation result and Table 4
and finally according to the FER which determines whether
the tenant has access to the platform’s business resources. In
the policy evaluation, ½Pol�SAR in Equations (2) and (3) is
true if and only if all the multivariate relationships and affil-
iation relationships are true; that is, Pol applies to SAR.

3.2. Implementation of the ASACPM. Policy evaluation
algorithm (PEA) is the core algorithm for implementing

ASACPM. It is mainly used to evaluate whether a tenant’s
access request meets the requirements of the policy set.
The detailed process and pseudocode are as follows:

Step 1. Given the necessary conditions as SAR = ðs, o, e, c, aÞ
and POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng, the constraints are ∀SAR
∈ CSP and Pol = ðS,O, E, C,AÞ⟶ P, that is, Equation (1).

Step 2. The conditional SAR and POL (i.e., Equation (1)) are
taken as parameters to the objective function (i.e., Equations
(2) and (3)) for the calculation to obtain the evaluation
result.

Step 3. According to the evaluation result and Table 4, the
FER is obtained.

4. Application Framework of the ASACPM

4.1. Framework of the ASACPM. The overall framework of
the tenant-centric attribute semantic access control policy
model for cloud service platform is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of four modules, namely, tenant and platform mod-
ule, CA module, web module, and decision module. These
modules can not only complete the corresponding tasks
independently. They can also communicate with each other
and work together. The tenant first initiates an access
request and then establishes an SSL secure channel to evalu-
ate the access request and next return the result to form a
complete closed loop. The detailed description of the mean-
ing and function of each module is as follows.

4.1.1. Tenant and Platform Module. Tenants (i.e., requesters)
refer to enterprise users in the enterprise alliance consisting
of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, service providers,
and agents. The CSP is a third-party public service platform
that provides business resources (such as business data, busi-
ness services, and business processes) to different tenants
through the Internet, while the CP can also provide different
business resources for the tenants (complementing the
resources of the CSP). This paper builds the ASACPM so
that the tenant can not only access the business resources
of the CSP but also access the business resources of the CP
through the CSP, thereby breaking the “information island.”

4.1.2. CA Module. The CA is responsible for the issuance and
management of SSL certificate, including tenant certificates
and server certificates. The main role of the SSL certificate
is to implement data encryption transmission and commu-
nication entity identity authentication [7], so it can solve
many security problems of business resources in the open
Internet environment. In ASACPM, SSL certificate can be
used not only to build authorization relationships between
tenant and business resource but also to establish trust
relationships between tenant and server or between cloud
platform and collaborative platform. Therefore, when the
tenant first uses the platform, the unique tenant certificate
is issued by the CA, and this certificate is also saved to the
policy administration point of the decision-making body to
form the tenant certificate set of the policy which is one of
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the basic elements of the calculation of the objective function
(Equations (2) and (3)). The version adopted by SSL is V3.0,
and the specification adopted by CA is X.509 V3.

4.1.3. Web Module (Web Server). When the tenant accesses
the business resources of the CSP, a secure SSL channel (that
is, data encryption transmission) is established between the
tenant and the web server. When an SSL session is gener-
ated, firstly, the web server sends the server certificate to
the tenant, and the tenant automatically analyzes the server
certificate and verifies the identity of the web server. Sec-
ondly, the tenant sends the tenant certificate to the web
server, and the web server verifies the identity of the tenant.
The verification content includes the certificate authority,
the validity period of the certificate, and whether the certifi-
cate has been tampered with or revoked. Finally, after the
two parties authenticate successfully and establish an SSL
secure channel, the web server sends the received tenant’s
native access request (NAR) to the decision-making body.
In addition, this paper mainly focuses on the access con-
trol and dynamic fine-grained authorization of business
resources. Therefore, the specific processes of constructing
SSL secure channel and identifying communication entity
authentication can be referred to reference [7], which will
not be researched in detail in this paper.

4.1.4. Decision Module (Decision-Making Body). According
to the conditions and constraints (Equation (1)) and the
objective function (Equations (2) and (3)), the decision-
making body is divided into conditional part and decision
part, which are described in detail below.

(i) Conditional part: the policy/policy set is formulated
by the tenant and the platform provider according
to the sharing requirements of the business resources
and the management requirements of the CSP,
respectively, which is a necessary condition for the

access decision. The policy consists of explicit ele-
ment and implicit element; among them, the explicit
element refers to the subject, the object, the environ-
ment, and the action; the entity attribute set of the
first three elements and action set need to be cus-
tomized by the tenant (platform provider) and
stored in the policy administration point of the
decision-making body; and the implicit element
refers to the certificate, which is composed of the
tenant certificate set and stored in the policy admin-
istration point of the decision-making body, so it
does not require tenant (platform provider) custom-
ization. The access request has five elements: the
subject, the object, the environment, the certificate,
and the action, respectively, for describing the entity
attribute set of the requester, the entity attribute set
of the requested business resource, the entity attri-
bute set of the current environment, the tenant
certificate, and the access method. It is another
necessary condition for the access decision. Since
the business resources accessed by tenants may
belong to different platforms, this article divides
access request into platform access request and
cross-platform access request

(ii) Decision part: the ASACPM’s access decision
mechanism is based on conditions and constraints
(Equation (1)) through the calculation of the objec-
tive function (Equations (2) and (3)) to obtain the
evaluation results, and then based on the evaluation
results and Table 4 to obtain the FERs, and finally
based on the FERs whether the tenant has access
to the platform’s business resources. Since access
requests are divided into the platform access request
and cross-platform access request, the access decision
mechanism is divided into the platform access deci-
sion and cross-platform access decision, and the

Cloud service platform
Multi-

tenancy

Tenant1

Tenant2

Tenantn

Platform provider

Response

Customization

Tenant
certificate Server

certificate
SSL

SSL

NAR

NAR

CA

Web server

Authentication

ASACPM

Decision-making body

Platform access decision-making

Cross-platform access decision-making

Policy sets
Policy set 1

policy1... policyn

Policy set n
policy1... policyn

Business resources

Platform business
resources

Business services

Business processes

Business data

Business services

Business processes

Business data

...

...

... Cross-platform business
resources

Access

POL

Figure 1: The framework of the tenant-centric attribute semantic access control policy model for cloud service platform.
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detailed description refers to Section 4.2. The
ASACPM’s attribute synchronization ensures attri-
bute authority consistency across platforms and
provides support for access decision mechanisms,
and the detailed description refers to Section 4.3.
The ASACPM’s dynamic fine-grained authorization
mechanism restricts dynamic tenant access requests
by increasing the policy’s attribute conditions, and
the detailed description refers to Section 4.4

4.2. Access Decision Mechanism. The eXtensible Access Con-
trol Markup Language (XACML) [25] is an open standard
language based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
that can be used to determine the general access control
policy language for request/response and the framework
for executing authorization policies. This language is well
interoperable, versatile, and extensible while also supporting
dynamic fine-grained access control. This paper adopts
XACML to provide a unified writing specification for ten-
ant’s access request, platform’s policy, and decision-making,
which makes the access control system of different platforms
universal and then gives the detailed process of access deci-
sion implementation.

According to the process of executing the authorization
policy, the decision-making body is divided into the policy
enforcement point (PEP), the policy decision point (PDP),
the attribute authority (AA), and the policy administration
point (PAP), in which PEP and PAP belong to the condi-
tional part, PDP belongs to the decision part, and AA can
belong to both the conditional part and the decision part.
The platform access decision and cross-platform access
decision include the PEP, PDP, AA, and PAP, and their
functions are described in detail as follows:

(i) The function of the PEP is to translate the NAR into
the SAR based on the attribute table provided by the
AA and then obtain the decision result from the
PDP. If the FER is permit, the tenant is permitted
access to the business resource; otherwise, the ten-
ant is denied access to the business resource

(ii) The function of the PDP is to calculate the objective
function (Equations (2) and (3)) according to the
conditions and constraints (Equation (1)) to obtain
the evaluation result and obtain the FER based on
the evaluation result and Table 4

(iii) The function of the AA is to store and manage the
attribute table (which includes the subject, the
object, and the environment) and the relationship
between attributes and their values and provide
attribute support for the PEP and PDP

(iv) The function of the PAP is to store and manage the
policy sets formulated by the tenant and provide the
necessary condition (i.e., policy sets) for PDP.

4.2.1. Platform Access Decision Mechanism

(1) Process of Platform Access Decision. The process of plat-
form access decision is shown in Figure 2. When a tenant

accesses the business resources of the CSP, first the CSP
establishes an SSL channel between the tenants and the
web server according to the tenant certificate and server cer-
tificate, and then, the web server sends the received NAR to
the decision-making body, and finally, the decision-making
body executes the platform access decision mechanism to
obtain the final evaluation result.

Step 1. When the tenant initiates the NAR, the identity of
tenant and web server is authenticated according to the ten-
ant certificate and the server certificate, then the SSL channel
between them is established, and next, the NAR is sent to the
web server.

Step 2. The web server receives the NAR and sends the NAR
to the decision-making body of the CSP.

Step 3. After the PEP of the decision-making body receives
the NAR, the process of the platform access decision han-
dling NAR is as follows.

(a) The AA provides attribute support for PEP and
PDP, including the attribute tables and relationship
between attributes and their values

(b) The PEP transforms the NAR into SAR = ðs, o, e, c,
aÞ based on the attribute table provided by the AA.
Since all the object (i.e., business resource) stored
in the object attribute table of the AA has a corre-
sponding subordinate label (i.e., the platform to
which the resource belongs), the PEP can identify
the SAR as the platform access request and send
the SAR to the PDP

(c) The PDP receives the SAR, which obtains the policy
set POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng from the PAP. In the
case where the given conditions are SAR and POL,
the evaluation result is calculated by Algorithm 1,
and the calculation process needs to map the entity
attribute of the policy to a specific value or a range
of values according to the relationship between the
attribute and its value provided by the AA

(d) The PDP obtains the FER (i.e., mapping the evalua-
tion result to the FER) based on the evaluation result
and Table 4 and then sends the FER to the PEP

Step 4. The PEP performs the FER, which permits or denies
the tenant access to the CSP’s business resources.

(2) Platform Access Decision Algorithm. Platform access
decision algorithm (PADA) is one of the core algorithms
for implementing access decision mechanism, which is
mainly used to process platform access requests initiated
by tenants.

4.2.2. Cross-Platform Access Decision Mechanism

(1) Process of Cross-Platform Access Decision. The process of
cross-platform access decision is shown in Figure 3. When a
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Figure 2: The process of platform access decision.

Input: Given SAR = ðs, o, e, c, aÞ and POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng, among them, Pol = ðS,O, E, C, AÞ
Output: FER
1: Policy_Evaluation (SAR = ðs, o, e, c, aÞ , POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng) /∗ (Equation (1)) ∗/
2: FOR each k in n do
3: IF ½SðkÞ�s∧½OðkÞ�o∧½EðkÞ�e∧ðc ∈ CðkÞÞ∧ða ∈ AðkÞÞ = True /∗ Performing the conjunction operation (namely Equations (2) and (3))∗/
4: ½Polk�SAR = True
5: ½POL�SAR + = ∨½Polk�SAR
6: ELSE
7: ½Polk�SAR = False
8: ½POL�SAR + = ∨½Polk�SAR
9: END IF
10: END FOR
11: ½POL�SAR = ½Pol1�SAR∨½Pol2�SAR∨⋯∨½Polk�SAR /∗ Performing the disjunction operation (namely Eq. (2)) ∗/
12: ½POL�SAR ⟶ FER /∗½POL�SAR maps to FER∗/
13: Return FER
14: End Policy_Evaluation

Algorithm 1: Policy evaluation algorithm (PEA).

Input: Tenant’s NAR
Output: Permit or deny to access business resources for the CSP
1: ∀NAR
2: PEP_Fuction (NAR)
3: Getting attribute tables from the AA
4: Translating NAR to SAR
5: Executing PDP_Fuction (SAR)
6: Executing FER
7: Permit or deny to access business resources
8: END PEP_Fuction
9: PDP_Fuction (SAR)
10: Getting SAR from the PEP
11: Getting POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng from the PAP
12: Getting the relationship between attributes and their values from the AA
13: Policy_Evaluation (SAR, POL) /∗ Executing Policy Evaluation Algorithm (PEA)∗/
14: Return FER
15: END PDP_Fuction

Algorithm 2: Platform access decision algorithm (PADA).
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tenant accesses the business resources of the CP through the
CSP, first the CSP establishes an SSL channel between the
tenants and the web server according to the tenant certificate
and server certificate, and then, the web server sends the
received NAR to the decision-making body, and finally, the
decision-making body executes the cross-platform access
decision mechanism to obtain the final evaluation result.

Step 1. When the tenant initiates the NAR, the identity of
tenant and web server are authenticated according to the
tenant certificate and the server certificate, then the SSL
channel between them is established, and next, the NAR is
sent to the web server.

Step 2. The web server receives the NAR and sends the NAR
to the decision-making body of the CSP.

Step 3. After the CSP.PEP (i.e., the PEP of the decision-
making body of the CSP) receives the NAR, it is transformed
into SAR = ðs, o, e, c, aÞ based on the attribute table provided
by the AA. Since all the object (i.e., business resource) stored
in the object attribute table of the AA has a corresponding
subordinate label (i.e., the platform to which the resource
belongs), the CSP.PEP can identify the SAR as the cross-
platform access request and send the SAR to the decision-
making body of the CP.

Step 4. After the CP. PEP (it has a similar meaning to the
CSP.PEP) receives SAR, the process of the cross-platform
access decision handling SAR is as follows.

(a) The CP.PEP verifies the integrity of the SAR and
sends it to the CP.PDP

Web server
Step1:
SSL

Step5:
Response

Step2:
NAR Step3:
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Figure 3: The process of cross-platform access decision.

Input: Tenant’s NAR
Output: Permit or deny to access business resources of the CP
1: ∀NAR
2: CSP.PEP_Fuction (NAR)
3: Getting attribute tables from the AA
4: Translating NAR to SAR
5: IF SAR is the cross-platform access request
6: Sending SAR to CP.PEP
7: ENDIF
8: END CSP.PEP_Fuction
9: CP.PEP receives SAR and verifies the integrity of SAR
10: CP.PEP_Fuction (SAR)
11: Executing CP.PDP_Fuction (SAR)
12: Executing FER
13: Permit or deny to access business resources of the CP
14: END CP.PEP_Fuction
15: CP.PDP_Fuction (SAR)
16: Getting SAR from the CP.PEP
17: Getting POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng from the CP.PAP
18: Getting the relationship between attributes and their values from the CP:AA
19: Policy_Evaluation (SAR, POL)/∗ Execute Policy Evaluation Algorithm (PEA)∗/
20: Return FER
21: END CP.PDP_Fuction

Algorithm 3: Cross-platform access decision algorithm (CADA).
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(b) The CP.PDP receives the SAR, which obtains the
policy set POL = fPol1, Pol2,⋯, Polng from the
CP.PAP. In the case where the given conditions are
SAR and POL, the evaluation result is calculated by
Algorithm 1, and the calculation process needs to
map the entity attribute of the policy to a specific
value or a range of values according to the relation-
ship between the attribute and its value provided
by the CP.AA

(c) The CP.PDP obtains the FER (i.e., mapping the eval-
uation result to the FER) based on the evaluation
result and Table 4 and then sends the FER to the
CP.PEP

Step 5. The CP.PEP performs the FER, which permits or
denies the tenant access to the CP’s business resources based
on the CSP.

(2) Cross-Platform Access Decision Algorithm. Cross-
platform access decision algorithm (CADA) is one of the
core algorithms for implementing access decision mecha-
nism, which is mainly used to process cross-platform access
requests initiated by tenants.

4.3. Attribute Synchronization Mechanism

4.3.1. Methods of Attribute Synchronization. The dynamic
characteristics of CSP lie in the fact that new enterprises join
and old enterprises exit from the enterprise alliance at any
time [7, 10]. Therefore, the CSP grants or cancels the access
permissions of the enterprise users with the dynamic charac-
teristics, which makes the information of the subject attri-
bute (SA) often change. If the SA changes, the CSP needs
to update the subject attribute table in the AA and then
informs the CP to update the subject attribute table in the
AA; that is, the CSP needs to ensure the consistency of the
AA of different platforms. If the attribute table of the CSP
or CP is not updated, it will affect the policy evaluation
(i.e., the calculation of Equations (2) and (3) will be affected).

When the CSP or CP updates the SA in the subject
attribute table, if the SA is being used by other operations,
a conflict will occur. Therefore, this paper introduces the
PV operation [26] to solve the mutual exclusion problem
of attribute update and invoke of the CSP or CP (i.e., attri-
bute synchronization problem), the PV operation is related
to the processing of semaphore, and the P operation and V
operation must appear in pairs. The P and V are from the
initials of Dutch words, P is usually explained as proberen
(i.e., “to test” or “ to try”), and V is usually explained as ver-
hogen (i.e., “increase”) [27]. We set a semaphore S for the
SA. If the SA is not invoked by other operations, the initial
value S = 1 is given. If the SA is invoked by another opera-
tions, the initial value S = 0 is given.

The detailed definition of the PV operation: executing a
P operation means that the platform performs the attribute
update operation, so the value of S is decremented by 1.
WhenS ≥ 0, which means that the platform can update the
SA in the subject attribute table, and when S < 0, which

means that the SA is invoked by other operations and the
platform cannot perform the update operation, the update
operation is in the wait state. Executing a V operation means
releasing the update operation of the platform or the SA
invoked by other operations, so the value of S is incremen-
ted by one. When S ≤ 0, it means that the update operation
in the wait state is awakened to make it run (i.e., executing
the update operation).

The PV operation can not only update the subject
attribute table but also update other attribute tables and
relationships between attributes and their values. Attribute
synchronization (i.e., the PV operation) not only ensures
the consistency the AA of the CSP and the AA of the
CP but also solves the mutual exclusion problem of attri-
bute update and invoke, and it is also the basis of access
control mechanism and dynamic fine-grained authoriza-
tion mechanism.

4.3.2. Attribute Synchronization Algorithm. Attribute syn-
chronization algorithm (ASA) adopts PV operation to solve
the mutual exclusion problem of attribute updating and
invoking (i.e., attribute synchronization problem).

4.4. Dynamic Fine-Grained Authorization Mechanism. The
ASACPM defines a dynamic fine-grained authorization
mechanism that determines the tenant’s permissions based
on the SAR evaluation of the Pol and applies to an open,

Input: S = 0 or S = 1
Output: Performing the update operation
1: IF the attribute or its value is changed
2: IF the attribute or its value is invoked
3: S = 0
4: Executing P_Operation (S)
5: Executing V_Operation (S)
6: ELSE
7: S = 1
8: Executing P_Operation (S)
9: Executing V_Operation (S)
10: END IF
11: END IF
12: P_Operation (S : Semaphore)
13: S = S − 1
14: IF S < 0
15: Wait (S)
16: ELSE
17: Performing the update operation
18: END IF
19: END P_Operation
20: V_Operation (S : Semaphore)
21: S = S + 1
22: IF S = <0
23: Resume (S)
24: Performing the update operation
25: ELSE
26: Releasing the update operation
27: END IF
28: END V_Operation

Algorithm 4: Attribute synchronization algorithm (ASA).
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shared, and complex Internet environment. In the case that
the SAR is unchanged, the owner of the business resource
restricts the tenant’s access to the business resources by
increasing the attribute condition of the policy, thereby
forming the finer-grained attribute condition constraint,
and the formation process can refer to Section 5.1.

It can be seen from the above that the dynamic and fine-
grained authorization mechanism of the model defines the
multivariate relationship between the entity attributes of
SAR and the attribute conditions of Pol. If and only if all
multivariate relationships (i.e., ½S�s, ½O�o, and ½E�e) and affili-
ation relationships (i.e., c ∈ C and a ∈ A) are true, ½Pol�SAR or
½POL�SAR (i.e., Equations (2) and (3)) can be true, thereby
resulting in that Pol applies to SAR (i.e., the authorization
is valid). When the entity attributes of SAR remain
unchanged, we can conclude that the more attribute condi-
tions of Pol, the finer the granularity of access control, which
fully shows that the mechanism has good scalability.

In addition, when the AA of different platforms is the
same and the policy set remains unchanged, no matter
how the SA of the tenants in the enterprise alliance changes,
the ½Pol�SAR or ½POL�SAR can only be true if all the multivar-
iate relationships and affiliation relationships are true; that
is, the tenant can access the business resources. Therefore,
this mechanism can effectively solve the problem of dynamic
characteristics of access permissions, which fully shows that
it has good flexibility.

In summary, this paper makes the CSP not only have
good scalability and flexibility through the dynamic fine-
grained authorization mechanism but also can adapt to
future development and application.

5. Analysis and Evaluation of the ASACPM

5.1. Case Analysis. The ASACPM and its application frame-
work are applied to the ASP-/SaaS-based manufacturing
industry value chain collaboration platform [24], and the
specific process of the ASACPM and its application frame-
work performing access decisions are described through cor-
responding business scenarios. We use the SA to represent
the subject attribute, the OA to represent the object attribute,
and the EA represent the environment attribute. According
to the actual business requirements, the relationship between

the attributes of some SAs and OAs is given, as shown in
Figures 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, where the srole repre-
sents the role hierarchy of the SA and the obsl represents
the security level of the OA. Each level of business resources
includes business data, business services, and business
processes.

Table 5 gives the SAR of the tenant, Table 6 shows the
simple policy set (i.e., POL), and the definitions of the
srole and obsl are shown in Figure 4.

Given the tenant’s SAR (Table 5) and POL (Table 6)
(i.e., given the input of Algorithm 1), the evaluation results
(ERs) are calculated by Algorithm 1, and the ERs are
mapped to the FERs, which are shown in Table 7. This
paper assumes that “T+” means True+, “T−” means True−,
and “F” means False; the default authorization is deny (i.e.,
“F” is deny).

It can be seen from Table 7 that for the SAR2 and SAR6,
since there is no suitable policy in the POL, the FER is the
default authorization (deny); that is, the tenant cannot add
or browse the business resources of the CSP or CP. For the
SAR5, there are two suitable policies in the POL, the ER
includes deny and permit. According to the license priority
principle [5, 9], the FER is permit; that is, the tenant can
delete the business resources of the CSP or CP, among which
the license priority principle means that the ER of at least
one policy is T+, and the FER is fpermitg.

Based on the above example, we describe in detail the
implementation process of the dynamic fine-grained autho-
rization mechanism of ASACPM and its application frame-
work. It is known from Section 4.4 that this mechanism
defines the multivariate relationship between the entity attri-
butes of the SAR and the attribute conditions of the Pol,
which limits the SAR by increasing the attribute condition
of the Pol.

For example, we add an attribute condition to the S of
the Pol1 in Table 6 as shown in Table 8, give the tenant’s
SAR (Table 5), and then calculate the ERs based on the
Pol1 and SAR through Algorithm 1, and finally, the ERs
are mapped to the FERs as shown in Table 9. It can be seen
from Table 9 that the Pol1 is not applicable to all SARs in
Table 5, where st = CU represents the attribute condition
added in the S, st represents the requester (i.e., tenant),
and CU represents the automobile enterprise alliance, which

Manager of Leader
Enterprise (MLE)

Purchasing Director of Leader
Enterprise (PDLE)

Senior Buyer of Leader
Enterprise (SBLE)

Purchaser of Leader
Enterprise (PLE)

Employee of Collaboration
Enterprise (ECE)

(a) Role hierarchy

Top-secret Business Resources (TBR)

Secret Business Resources (STBR)

Sensitive Business Resources (SEBR)

Public Business Resources (PBR)

(b) Security level

Figure 4: The relationship between different attribute values.
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means that the requester is affiliated with the automobile
enterprise alliance.

The above cases fully demonstrate that ASACPM and its
application framework can solve the access control problem
of CSP through the access decision mechanism and dynamic
fine-grained authorization mechanism. The application of
these two mechanisms enables CSP not only to have good
flexibility, scalability, and practicability but also to adapt to
future development and applications.

5.2. Correctness Analysis. The ASACPM and its application
framework proposed in this paper are through CA and SSL
certificates to restrict attackers from invading CSP or CP to
steal or tamper with tenant’s business resources. So the

Table 8: The Pol1.

POL S O E C A P

Pol1 srole ≽ ECE, st = CQ obsl ≽ PBR 8 : 30 < etime < 17 : 00 C1,⋯, Cmf g Browsing Permit

Table 9: The final evaluation results of the Pol1.

SAR Pol1 ERs FERs

SAR1 F Ff g denyf g
SAR2 F Ff g denyf g
SAR3 F Ff g denyf g
SAR4 F Ff g denyf g
SAR5 F Ff g denyf g
SAR6 F Ff g denyf g

Table 6: The simple policy set.

POL S O E C A P

Pol1 srole ≽ ECE obsl ≽ PBR 8 : 30 < etime < 17 : 00 C1,⋯, Cmf g Browsing Permit

Pol2 srole ≽ SBLE obsl = PBR 8 : 30 < etime < 17 : 00 C1,⋯, Cmf g Browsing, adding Permit

Pol3 srole ≽ PLE obsl ≽ STBR 9 : 30 < etime < 17 : 30 C1,⋯, Cmf g Editing, deleting Deny

Pol4 srole ≽ SBLE obsl = SEBR 9 : 00 < etime < 18 : 00 C1,⋯, Cmf g Editing Permit

Pol5 srole ≽ PDLE obsl = TBR 9 : 30 < etime < 17 : 30 C1,⋯, Cmf g Approving Deny

Pol6 srole ≽ PDLE obsl≼STBR 7 : 00 < etime < 19 : 30 C1,⋯, Cmf g Deleting Permit

Table 7: The final evaluation results.

SAR Pol1 Pol2 Pol3 Pol4 Pol5 Pol6 ERs FERs

SAR1 T+ F F F F F T+f g permitf g
SAR2 F F F F F F Ff g denyf g
SAR3 F F T− F F F T−f g denyf g
SAR4 F F F F T− F T−f g denyf g
SAR5 F F T− F F T+ T−, T+f g deny, permitf g
SAR6 F F F F F F Ff g denyf g

Table 5: The SAR of the tenant.

SAR s o e c a

SAR1 srole = ECE obsl = PBR etime = 11 : 30 C1 Browsing

SAR2 srole = SBLE obsl = SEBR etime = 13 : 30 C2 Adding

SAR3 srole = PLE obsl = STBR etime = 10 : 30 C3 Editing

SAR4 srole = PDLE obsl = TBR etime = 15 : 30 C4 Approving

SAR5 srole =MLE obsl = STBR etime = 10 : 30 C5 Deleting

SAR6 srole = ECE obsl = PBR etime = 11 : 30 None Browsing
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ASACPM and its application framework ensure that the
confidentiality and integrity of business resources will not
be destroyed by attackers. In order to prove this conclusion
is correct, we use the reductio ad absurdum (RAA) to prove
the safety performance of the model.

We assume that the attacker obtains the correct tenant
certificate and obtains access permission of the CSP by
repeatedly sending the virtual attribute set in a polynomial
time. Attacking this target requires the following three
parameters <x, y, zi > , where x represents the number of
attributes required to access the business resources of the
CSP or CP, y represents the number of attribute condi-
tions of all policy sets, y≫ x, and zi represents the number
of values for each attribute. The attempted time required
for the attacker to find the correct combination is Cx

y =
Ax
y/x! = y!/ðx!ðy − xÞ!Þ. Therefore, the computational com-

plexity of finding out the correct access permissions is Tðx,
y, ziÞ = Cx

y ×
Qi

i=1zi = y!/ðx!ðy − xÞ!Þ ×Qi
i=1zi. This attempt

cannot be accomplished within a polynomial time, which
has conflict with the assumed condition, so the correctness
of the above conclusion is proved.

5.3. Model Evaluation. The ASACPM and its application
framework are applied to the ASP-/SaaS-based manufactur-
ing industry value chain collaboration platform, and a thou-
sand policies are written for evaluating the performance of
ASACPM and its application framework. Development tools
include XACML, JDK1.7, Eclipse4.5, and Mysql5.6. LAN is
taken as the test environment, the computer configuration
at client side is Intel Core i7-4790 3.6G, 8G memory, and
Windows 10 enterprise operating system, and the computer
configuration at server side is Intel Core i7-4790 3.6G, 16G
memory, and Windows server 2012 operating system.

In the execution overhead experiment of the ABAC and
ASACPM, the NAR of 16 different tenants is arbitrarily
selected, the NAR is sent to the decision-making body first,
and then, the different policy sets (the number of policies
in each policy set is different and is within 0-160) are
evaluated based on the NAR, and next, the result is returned
to the tenant, and the time spent in the entire process is
called the response time. The same NAR was repeatedly per-
formed 20 times, and the corresponding response time was
recorded and then averaged to form an average response
time (ART). Under different access control schemes (ABAC
and ASACPM), the relationship between the number of the
policies in the policy set and the ART is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the difference in execu-
tion overhead between ABAC and ASACPM is relatively
small, and as the number of policies increases, their ART is
also growing. In the case of the same number of policies,
the ABAC’s ART is slightly slower than the ASACPM’s
ART, but their gap is within 10ms. The ASACPM proposed
in this paper needs to establish an SSL secure channel, so its
implementation overhead is relatively long, but its security is
better than the ABAC (i.e., the data plaintext transmission).
In combination with actual needs, the number of policies
and the amount of data transmission are usually small, and
their ART is relatively short, so the execution overhead of
the ASACPM has little effect on the overall performance of
the CSP.

In the experiment on the access decision, we divide the
experimental scenario according to the type of the access
decision and then evaluate different policy set (the number
of policies in each policy set is different and is within
0-1000) based on different NAR. Repeat the execution
of the same NAR 20 times, record the corresponding
decision-making time, and then take the average to form
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Figure 5: Comparison of the execution overhead of ABAC and ASACPM.
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the average decision-making time (ADT). In the scenario
where the access decision is different types, the relation-
ship between the number of the policies in the policy
set and the ADT is as shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the ADT of the
platform access decision and cross-platform access deci-
sion is slowly increasing with the increase of the number
of policies. The ADT of the cross-platform access deci-
sion is relatively long. In the case where the number of
policies is the same, the ADT gap between it and the
platform access decision is within 7ms. In combination
with actual needs, when evaluating policies based on the
SAR, since the number of policies is usually less than

200 and the ADT is relatively short, the impact of the
access decision on the overall performance of the CSP
is relatively small.

In the experiment on the dynamic fine-grained authori-
zation, the complexity of a policy is related to the number of
the attribute conditions it owns. The more the attribute
conditions of the policy, the higher its complexity and the
finer the granularity of access control. In this experiment,
we first give the SAR of the tenant, then arbitrarily select
40 policies, next evaluate the policies based on the SAR,
and finally record their decision time (DT). The relationship
between the complexity of the policy and the DT is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The relationship between the complexity of the policy and the DT.
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It can be seen from Figure 7 that as the complexity of the
policy increases (i.e., the granularity of the access control is
also finer), the corresponding DT is also gradually increas-
ing, and we can conclude that the relationship between them
is proportional. In combination with actual requirements,
the complexity of the policy is usually within 200 attribute
conditions, and the corresponding DT has a small gap.
Therefore, the dynamic fine-grained authorization has less
impact on the overall performance of the CSP.

In summary, in the Internet environment, the above
experimental results show that the performance of the
ASACPM and its application framework proposed in this
paper meets our expectations and is generally satisfactory.

6. Conclusions

In the Internet environment, traditional cloud service plat-
forms have cross-platform access control problems and do
not support dynamic fine-grained authorization methods.
This paper proposes a tenant-centric attribute semantic
access control policy model for cloud service platforms.
First, this paper formally describes ASACPM through attri-
bute semantics and evaluates whether the tenant’s access
request conforms to the requirements of the policy set
through ASACPM. Secondly, this paper presents the appli-
cation framework of ASACPM, in which the access decision
mechanism is used to evaluate whether the tenant has CSP
or CP access control permissions, the attribute synchroni-
zation mechanism is used to ensure the consistency of the
AA of the CSP and the AA of the CP, and the dynamic
fine-grained authorization mechanism ensures better flexi-
bility and scalability of CSP. Finally, through a practical
case analysis, this paper proves that the application of
ASACPM and its application framework to CSP has good
flexibility, scalability, and practicability. In addition, we
design some experimental scenarios to verify that the per-
formance of ASACPM and its application framework
meets our expectations and has good reliability, validity,
and rationality.

Since the application framework of ASACPM adopts CA
and SSL certificate to ensure the security, integrity, and con-
fidentiality of data, its execution overhead is relatively high
in the application process. Therefore, the main work in the
future is to further optimize the web server and shorten
the construction time of the SSL secure channel. In addition,
the visual interface and policy customization format are
optimized to improve the experience of tenants.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are
included within the article.
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